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Abstract
An important issue in fitting stochastic models to electricity spot prices is the estimation of a
component to deal with trends and seasonality in the data. Unfortunately, estimation routines for
the long-term and short-term seasonal pattern are usually quite sensitive to extreme observations,
known as electricity price spikes. Improved robustness of the model can be achieved by (a) filtering
the data with some reasonable procedure for outlier detection, and then (b) using estimation and
testing procedures on the filtered data. In this paper we examine the effects of different treatment
of extreme observations on model estimation and on determining the number of spikes (outliers).
In particular we compare results for the estimation of the seasonal and stochastic components of
electricity spot prices using either the original or filtered data. We find significant evidence for
a superior estimation of both the seasonal short-term and long-term components when the data
have been treated carefully for outliers. Overall, our findings point out the substantial impact the
treatment of extreme observations may have on these issues and, therefore, also on the pricing of
electricity derivatives like futures and option contracts. An added value of our study is the ranking
of different filtering techniques used in the energy economics literature, suggesting which methods
could be and which should not be used for spike identification.
Keywords: Electricity spot price, Outlier treatment, Price spike, Robust modeling, Seasonality.
1. Introduction
Electricity as a commodity is unique. It is essentially non-storable, while end-user demand
shows large variability and strong weather and business cycle dependence. Effects like power
plant outages or transmission grid (un)reliability add complexity and reduce predictability. The
resulting spot price series exhibit strong seasonality at the annual, weekly and daily levels, as
well as mean reversion, very high volatility and abrupt, short-lived and generally unanticipated
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extreme price changes known as spikes or jumps (Benth et al., 2008; Eydeland and Wolyniec,
2012; Huisman, 2009; Weron, 2006).
The first crucial step in defining a model for electricity spot price dynamics consists of finding
an appropriate description of the seasonal pattern. The classical approach to seasonal decompo-
sition of a given spot price series Pt into the trend-cycle or long-term seasonal component Tt, the
periodic or short-term seasonal component st and remaining variability, error, or stochastic com-
ponent Xt, has its origins in the Census I method developed in the 1950s (Makridakis et al., 1998).
The functional relationship between these components can assume different forms. Two straight-
forward possibilities are that they combine in an additive, Pt = Tt + st + Xt, or a multiplicative
fashion, Pt = Tt · st · Xt. While the former is more popular, if it is applied to logarithms of prices
(or log-prices): log Pt = Tt + st + Xt, it essentially boils down to the multiplicative specification
for the prices themselves: Pt = eTt+st+Xt = eTt · est · eXt .
There are different suggestions in the energy economics literature for dealing with the trend-
seasonal component (Tt + st or Tt · st) of electricity spot prices. For instance, some authors use
piecewise constant functions (or dummies) for the months (Bhanot, 2000; Fanone et al., 2012;
Fleten et al., 2011; Haldrup et al., 2010; Higgs and Worthington, 2008; Knittel and Roberts, 2005;
Lucia and Schwartz, 2002). Other model the seasonal pattern by sinusoidal functions or sums
of sinusoidal functions of different frequencies (Bierbrauer et al., 2007; Borovkova and Permana,
2006; Cartea and Figueroa, 2005; Erlwein et al., 2010; Geman and Roncoroni, 2006; Keles et
al., 2012; Lucia and Schwartz, 2002; Pilipovic, 1998; Seifert and Uhrig-Homburg, 2007; Weron,
2008), sometimes coupled with an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) (De Jong,
2006). As a more robust to outliers and less strictly periodic alternative to Fourier analysis, wavelet
decomposition and smoothing have been applied by Janczura and Weron (2010, 2012), Stevenson
(2001), Stevenson et al. (2006), Weron (2006, 2009) and Weron et al. (2004a,b).
A critical issue in estimation of the seasonal pattern is that it might be substantially affected by
price spikes. While it is clear that price spikes should be captured by an adequate stochastic model,
like mean reverting jump-diffusion (Bierbrauer et al., 2007; Borovkova and Permana, 2006; Cartea
and Figueroa, 2005; Clewlow and Strickland, 2000; Geman and Roncoroni, 2006; Jabłon´ska et al.,
2011; Nomikos and Soldatos, 2010; Seifert and Uhrig-Homburg, 2007; Weron, 2008) or a regime-
switching model (Becker et al., 2007; De Jong, 2006; Higgs and Worthington, 2008; Hirsch, 2009;
Huisman and Mahieu, 2003; Janczura and Weron, 2010, 2012; Keles et al., 2012; Mari, 2008;
Mount et al., 2006; Weron, 2009), the literature does not agree on whether these observations have
to be included or excluded in the estimation of the seasonal pattern.
Even worse: despite the fact that price spikes are among the most pronounced features of
electricity markets and account for a large part of the total variation of changes in spot prices,
there is no commonly accepted definition of a price spike (Weron, 2006). A variety of methods
for identification has been suggested. However, excluding the preliminary results of Tru¨ck et al.
(2007), so far there has been no thorough empirical study on the effects of alternative treatment
of the price spikes on parameter estimates for the seasonal pattern or the stochastic component of
the spot price. It is exactly our goal to examine the consequences of the treatment of such extreme
events in the estimation procedures. To identify the spikes we will consider a variety of different
approaches. After such ‘cleaning’ of the observed spot prices we will then compare the resulting
seasonal patterns and parameter estimates of the stochastic component.
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This paper is intended as a guide to robust modeling of spot electricity prices. In Section 2
we review some stylized facts as well as possible reasons for price spikes in electricity markets.
We further provide an overview of methods (or filters) that have been suggested in the literature
to identify price spikes. In Section 3 we outline different procedures for deseasonalizing the data
and in Section 4 we describe the applied stochastic models focusing on Markov regime-switching
models. In Section 5 we present an empirical study of spot prices from the German EEX and
Australian New South Wales electricity markets, where we identify outliers and estimate seasonal
patterns. Then, in Section 6 we summarize the results of a Monte Carlo simulation study that is
aimed at comparing the different techniques with respect to estimating the correct seasonal pattern
as well as the parameters of the underlying stochastic process. Finally, in Section 7 we conclude.
2. Price spikes
2.1. Occurrence of spikes
One of the most pronounced features of electricity markets are the abrupt and generally unan-
ticipated extreme changes in the spot prices known as spikes (or jumps). Despite their rarity, price
spikes are the very motive for designing insurance and hedging protection against electricity price
movements. This is one of the most serious reasons for including discontinuous components in
realistic models of electricity price dynamics. Failing to do so will greatly underestimate, say, the
option premium, and thus increase the risk for the writer of the option on the electricity spot price.
Within a very short period of time, the system price can increase substantially and then drop
back to the previous level, see Figure 1 where spot (log-)prices from two major power markets
are depicted. These temporary price escalations account for a large part of the total variation of
changes in spot prices. Indeed, as the literature points out, electricity prices are far more volatile
than any other commodity (Kaminski, 2004; Simonsen, 2005; Weron, 2006). Measuring volatility
by the daily standard deviation of returns, electricity exhibits extreme volatility up to 50% while
in general even very volatile stocks mostly do not exceed 4%.
The spike intensity is also non-homogeneous in time. Generally, the spikes are especially
notorious during on-peak hours, i.e., around 9 am and 6 pm on business days, and during high
consumption periods: winter in Scandinavia, summer in mid-western U.S., Australian summer in
Australia, and so on. As the time horizon increases and the data are aggregated, the spikes are
less and less apparent. For weekly or monthly averages, the effects of price spikes are usually
neutralized in the data. However, it is not uncommon that prices from one day to the next, or
even within just a few hours, increase tenfold. The ‘spiky’ nature of spot prices is the effect of
non-storability of electricity. Electricity to be delivered at a specific hour cannot be substituted for
electricity available shortly after or before. As currently there is no efficient technology for storing
vast amounts of power, it has to be consumed at the same time as it is produced. Hence, extreme
load fluctuations – caused by severe weather conditions often in combination with generation out-
ages or transmission failures – can lead to price spikes (Huisman, 2009). The spikes are normally
quite short-lived, and as soon as the weather phenomenon or outage is over, prices fall back to a
normal level.
But one may wonder: why are the spikes so extreme? Simonsen (2005) and Weron (2006)
argue that the main reason for spikes in electricity spot prices is the bidding strategies used by
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Figure 1: Mean daily electricity spot prices from the European Energy Exchange (EEX, Germany; left) and the New
South Wales Electricity Market (NSW, Australia; right). Note that, in the right panel, the log-prices (and not the
prices themselves) are plotted. The logarithmic scale dampens the extreme spikiness of the Australian NSW prices,
which can reach up to a bid-cap of 10000 AUD/MWh during peak hours, and since 2012, 12500 AUD/MWh. The
price spikes are clearly visible in both cases. The EEX dataset even includes a few downward spikes or price drops.
the market players. Since electricity is an essential commodity for many market participants, it is
quite important to secure a sufficient and continuous supply of power at any time. Hence, some
of the agents may be willing to pay almost any price to secure this supply. As a consequence,
on a regular basis, bids are placed at the maximum allowed level (i.e., bid-cap) for the amount of
electric power anticipated by the market players to be needed for that particular hour, or for the
entire 24 hours of the next day (in the case of the EEX). It is important to recall that in uniform-
price (or marginal) auction markets the spot price is what a buyer has to pay for each unit of power
independently of the initial bid, as long as the bid was above (or equal to) the spot price. Hence,
with this type of strategy, the worst case scenario is that a wholesale buyer has to pay the high
prices for a maximum of 24 hours. After this period, the buyer is free to try to get cheaper power
from alternative sources. With this type of bidding, there will always be some buyers that are
willing to pay a considerable amount in order to cover their need of electricity.
2.2. Identification of spikes
The identification of spikes is a very important issue as it can influence the estimation of the
deterministic and stochastic components for models of electricity spot price dynamics. However,
in the literature the definition of a spike so far has been a rather subjective matter. Obviously, price
spikes are defined as prices that surpass a specified threshold for a brief period of time. But it is
difficult to gain any consensus on what that threshold or time interval should be. The identification
methods suggested in the literature include:
• Fixed price thresholds where all prices exceeding some subjectively chosen price level (e.g.,
100 EUR/MWh) are classified as spikes (Boogert and Dupont, 2008; Lapuerta and Moselle,
2001). Graphical techniques, like the sample mean excess function, might be used for the
selection of a more optimal cutoff level (Fanone et al., 2012); however, this procedure can
hardly be automated.
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• Variable price thresholds where a certain percentage of the highest (and/or lowest) prices,
e.g., the upper 1% of prices (Tru¨ck et al., 2007), is classified as outliers. A related technique
is to classify as spikes all prices exceeding the mean price level by three standard deviations,
with the outlying observations removed one by one in a ‘recursive filter’ fashion (see the RFP
method below).
• Fixed price change thresholds where price increments or price returns exceeding some
threshold, e.g., 30% as in Bierbrauer et al. (2004), are treated as outliers.
• Variable price change thresholds, more commonly known as the ‘recursive filter’ technique,
where prices corresponding to the price increments or returns exceeding three standard devi-
ations of all returns are removed one by one in an iterative procedure (Cartea and Figueroa,
2005; Clewlow and Strickland, 2000; Weron et al., 2004b; Weron, 2008).
• Wavelet filtering where the signal (the price series) is first decomposed using the wavelet
transform, then reconstructed up to a certain detail level. Leaving out the highest one or two
detail levels leads to price series with eliminated price spikes, at least for half-hourly data
(Stevenson, 2001; Stevenson et al., 2006). Alternatively, more detail levels can be removed
leading to a much smoother signal, which then can be subtracted from the original prices to
yield deseasonalized and detrended data. In the latter, spikes can be found as observations
exceeding three standard deviations of the differences (Tru¨ck et al., 2007; Weron, 2006).
• Thresholds implied by Gaussian 90% prediction intervals, as in Borovkova and Permana
(2006) who considered as jumps those price moves that were outside 90% prediction inter-
vals, implied by the normal distribution with the mean and variance given by the 60-days
moving average and 60-days moving variance of the price moves.
• Thresholds yielding the best model in terms of matching kurtosis, as in Geman and Ron-
coroni (2006) who filtered raw price data using different thresholds and selected the one
leading to the best calibrated model in view of its ability to match the kurtosis of observed
daily price variations.
• MRS model classification as a byproduct of calibrating a Markov regime-switching model
to deseasonalized and detrended data (Weron, 2009; Janczura and Weron, 2010). The Ex-
pectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Hamilton, 1990; Kim, 1994; Janczura and Weron,
2012) is an iterative two-step procedure which computes the conditional probabilities for
the process being in a certain regime at a given time. All prices with the probabilities of
being in one of the extreme regimes exceeding a certain probability threshold, say 12 , can be
classified as outliers.
One more method is proposed in this article:
• Recursive seasonal model where in each step the number of outliers is reduced based on
the marginal reduction of the mean squared error (MSE) of fitting a seasonal pattern to the
new series. In each step the observations above the determined new threshold are replaced
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by the threshold and then a new seasonal pattern is estimated. In each recursive step the
next threshold is chosen to be the mean of the three highest prices below the threshold. The
procedure stops when the reduction in the MSE of the fitted seasonal pattern is less than 1%,
or some similar nominated tolerance.
Obviously, the different techniques may lead to quite different identification of spikes in electricity
spot prices. To our best knowledge, excluding the preliminary results of Tru¨ck et al. (2007), so far
no thorough empirical study has been conducted to examine the effects the different spike identi-
fication methods may have on the determination of the seasonal pattern or parameter estimates of
the stochastic components of electricity prices.
Finally, it is important to consider also seasonality and trend in the data. Otherwise the iden-
tification of certain observations as outliers will be clearly dependent on the weekday or month
if there is also a yearly pattern in the data. The deseasonalization techniques will be discussed in
Section 3.
2.3. Replacing spikes by ‘normal’ values
Once the spikes are identified they have to be replaced by ‘normal’, less spiky values. Again
there is no consensus what these ‘normal’ prices should be. A non-exhaustive list of solutions
proposes that spikes are replaced by:
• the chosen threshold (Shahidehpour et al., 2002);
• the mean of the two neighboring prices (Weron, 2008);
• one of the neighboring prices (Geman and Roncoroni, 2006); or
• ‘similar day’ values, e.g., the median of all prices having the same weekday and month
(Bierbrauer et al., 2007).
Since we will be working with deseasonalized data, yet another simple method is proposed and
exclusively used in this article in which the spikes are replaced by:
• the mean of the deseasonalized prices.
Finally, note that if we are not interested in the time evolution, only in distributional properties,
we do not have to replace the spikes at all.
3. Deseasonalization
There are different approaches in the literature to dealing with the seasonal pattern in electricity
price dynamics. Here we follow the ‘industry standard’ and represent the spot price Pt by a sum of
two independent parts: a (predictable) seasonal component ft and a stochastic component Xt, i.e.,
Pt = ft +Xt. Further, we let ft be composed of a weekly periodic part st (i.e., a short-term seasonal
component, STSC) and a long-term trend-seasonal component (LTSC) Tt, which represents the
long-term non-periodic fuel price levels, the changing climate/consumption conditions throughout
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the years and strategic bidding practices. As mentioned above, multiplicative models become
additive under logarithmic transform.
There are essentially three different suggestions in the energy economics literature for dealing
with the trend-seasonal component ft of electricity spot prices. The first is to use piecewise con-
stant functions (Bhanot, 2000; Fanone et al., 2012; Fleten et al., 2011; Haldrup et al., 2010; Higgs
and Worthington, 2008; Knittel and Roberts, 2005; Lucia and Schwartz, 2002). Since this ap-
proach yields a non-smooth trend-seasonal component and, hence, requires additional smoothing
treatment, it will not be used in this study.
3.1. The ‘sin-EWMA’ long-term seasonal component
The second suggestion is to model the trend-seasonal pattern by sinusoidal functions (Bier-
brauer et al., 2007; Borovkova and Permana, 2006; Cartea and Figueroa, 2005; Geman and Ron-
coroni, 2006; Lucia and Schwartz, 2002; Pilipovic, 1998; Seifert and Uhrig-Homburg, 2007;
Weron, 2006). Since for many datasets sinusoidal functions are too regular in their periodicity to
describe the long-term spot price evolution, they can be coupled with an exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA), as in De Jong (2006). One of two models for Tt used in this study is
given by:
Tt = a1 sin
{
2π
( t
365 + a2
)}
+ a3 + a4EWMA0.975t . (1)
Following De Jong (2006), the exponentially weighted moving average uses a decay factor of
λ = 0.975, i.e., EWMAλt = (1 − λ) · Pt + λ · EWMAλt−1. The parameters a1, ..., a4 can be estimated
using nonlinear least squares. This LTSC model is denoted by ‘sin-EWMA’ later it in the text.
3.2. The wavelet long-term seasonal component
The third approach is to use wavelet decomposition and smoothing as more robust to outliers
and a less periodic alternative to Fourier analysis (Janczura and Weron, 2010; Stevenson et al.,
2006; Weron, 2006). Recall, that wavelets belong to families and come in pairs of a father and
a mother wavelet for a given order, like the Daubechies wavelets of order 24 used here. The
different families and orders of wavelets make different trade-offs between how compactly they
are localized in time and their smoothness (Percival and Walden, 2000). Any function or signal
(here, Pt) can be built up as a sequence of projections onto one father wavelet and a sequence of
mother wavelets: S J + DJ + DJ−1 + ... + D1, where 2J is the maximum scale sustainable by the
number of observations. At the coarsest scale the signal can be estimated by S J. At a higher level
of refinement the signal can be approximated by S J−1 = S J +DJ. At each step, by adding a mother
wavelet D j of a lower scale j = J − 1, J − 2, ..., we obtain a better estimate of the original signal.
This procedure, also known as lowpass filtering, yields a traditional linear smoother. Here we use
the S 6 approximation, which roughly corresponds to bimonthly (26 = 64 days) smoothing. Note
that in terms of smoothing properties wavelet filters show some resemblance to kernel density
estimators (KDEs). In fact, a KDE with a Gaussian kernel and standard deviation of about 90
days yields seasonal components similar to the wavelet estimated LTSC S 6. However, unless a
complicated local bandwidth choice is employed, KDEs are not locally adaptive and for datasets
with seasonal components of varying time frequencies and amplitudes, like electricity spot prices,
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the bandwidth is typically either too small or too large. Wavelet filters do not share this drawback
and, in general, are superior to KDEs (Ha¨rdle et al., 1998).
3.3. The ‘average week’ short-term seasonal component
The price series without the LTSC is obtained by subtracting Tt from Pt. Next, the weekly
periodicity st can simply be removed by subtracting the ‘average week’ calculated as the arith-
metic mean of the LTSC-deseasonalized (log-)prices corresponding to each day of the week. This
approach is equivalent to having dummies for each day of the week, as in De Jong (2006). Public
holidays can be and are treated here as the eighth day of the week. The median or a truncated
mean can be used instead of the mean as an alternative more robust to outliers, however, usually
the differences are not substantial.
3.4. Forecasting of the seasonal components
Although forecasting of the seasonal components is beyond the scope of the present paper,
let us briefly comment on this issue. Trigonometric or periodic functions – such as the sinusoidal
LTSC or the ‘average week’ STSC – can be easily extrapolated into the future. Unfortunately, com-
bining sinusoidal functions with an exponentially weighted moving average complicates things
very much, because EWMAt+1 is dependent on the unknown future price Pt+1. Also predicting the
wavelet LTSC beyond the next few weeks is a difficult task, since individual wavelet functions are
quite localized in time or (more generally) in space. Preliminary research suggests, however, that
despite this feature the wavelet LTSC can be extrapolated into the future yielding an on-average
comparable prediction of the level of future spot prices to that of an extrapolation of a sinusoidal
LTSC (Nowotarski et al., 2011). An alternative, potentially promising approach would be to use
forward looking information, like smoothed forward curves. The information carried by forward
prices provides insights as to the future evolution of spot prices. However, forward prices also
include the risk premium, which should somehow be separated from the spot price forecast for it
to be useful (Janczura and Weron, 2012).
4. Stochastic models for the deseasonalized spot price
The specific behavior of electricity prices, in particular extreme volatility and the described
price spikes have forced producers and wholesale consumers to hedge against price movements.
This in turn has significantly propelled research in electricity price modeling and forecasting. One
of the first models which has been examined in the context of electricity markets is the classical
mean-reversion or Vasicˇek-process, see, e.g., Lucia and Schwartz (2002) and Knittel and Roberts
(2005). On the other hand, by making certain assumptions about the functional form of the supply
and demand curve, Barlow (2002) derives a non-linear Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process as appropriate
model for electricity prices. Early publications on models for electricity prices with a jump com-
ponent include Deng (1998), Bhanot (2000), Clewlow and Strickland (2000), Kaminski (2004)
and Knittel and Roberts (2005) and are typically based on a jump-diffusion as in Merton (1976).
More recently, Geman and Roncoroni (2006) suggest to model electricity log-prices with a one-
factor Markov jump-diffusion model. A particularly nice feature of their model is that the jump
direction and intensity is dependent of the current level of the spot price. Hambly et al. (2009)
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suggest a specification of a jump-diffusion model including both a mean-reverting diffusion and
mean-reverting jump process. Jabłon´ska et al. (2011) use a multiple mean reversion jump-diffusion
model with the mean reversion taking place at several different time and price scales.
Also GARCH-type models have been applied to describe the structure of electricity prices,
see, e.g., Garcia et al. (2005) and Knittel and Roberts (2005). These studies find that the additional
use of GARCH error terms outperforms the predictive power of several other models. On the
other hand, Misiorek et al. (2006) find that, despite the heteroscedastic nature of the residuals
in the autoregressive models, the addition of a GARCH component in the specification does not
improve the accuracy of point forecasts though it slightly improves interval forecasts. In a more
recent study, Koopman et al. (2007) suggest an approach using periodic dynamic long memory
regression models with GARCH errors.
In parallel to jump-diffusion models, Markov regime-switching models (MRS; sometimes also
called hidden Markov models – HMM) have been gaining popularity in the energy economics
literature since the late 1990s. To our best knowledge, they were first applied to electricity prices
by Deng (1998) and Ethier and Mount (1998), who considered 2-state models with mean-reverting
AR(1) processes for the log-prices in both regimes. Independent spike (IS) MRS models, where
the base regime is modeled by an AR(1) process and the spike regime by an independent normal
(log-normal or Pareto) random variable, were introduced by Huisman and de Jong (2003) and
Weron et al. (2004a). In the following years various MRS models have enjoyed extensive use
due to their relative parsimony and the ability to capture the unique characteristics of electricity
spot prices (Bierbrauer et al., 2007; De Jong, 2006; Erlwein et al., 2010; Haldrup et al., 2010;
Higgs and Worthington, 2008; Hirsch, 2009; Huisman, 2009; Janczura and Weron, 2010, 2012;
Kanamura and ¯Ohashi, 2008; Karakatsani and Bunn, 2008; Keles et al., 2012; Kholodnyi, 2005;
Mari, 2008; Mount et al., 2006; Weron, 2009).
The underlying idea behind Markov regime-switching is to represent the observed stochas-
tic behavior of a specific time series by two (or more) separate states or regimes with different
underlying stochastic processes. The switching mechanism between the states is assumed to be
an unobserved (latent) Markov chain. In contrast to jump-diffusion models, MRS models allow
for consecutive spikes in a very natural way. Also the return of prices after a spike to the ‘nor-
mal’ regime is straightforward, as the regime-switching mechanism admits temporal changes of
model dynamics. MRS models are also more versatile than the classical hidden Markov models
(or HMM in the strict sense, see Cappe et al., 2005) popular in engineering sciences, since they
allow for temporary dependence within the regimes, in particular, for mean reversion. As the lat-
ter is a characteristic feature of electricity prices it is important to have a model that captures this
phenomenon. Indeed, the base regime is typically modeled by a mean-reverting diffusion (Huis-
man, 2009), sometimes heteroskedastic (Janczura and Weron, 2010). For the spike regime(s),
on the other hand, a number of specifications has been suggested in the literature, ranging from
mean-reverting diffusions to heavy-tailed random variables.
The switching mechanism between the states (or regimes) of a MRS model is assumed to be
an unobserved (latent) Markov chain Rt. It is described by the transition matrix P containing the
probabilities pi j = P(Rt+1 = j | Rt = i) of switching from regime i at time t to regime j at time
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t + 1. For instance, for i, j ∈ {1, 2} we have:
P = (pi j) =
(
p11 p12
p21 p22
)
=
(
1 − p12 p12
p21 1 − p21
)
. (2)
Because of the Markov property the current state Rt at time t depends on the past only through the
most recent value Rt−1.
In this paper we focus on a specification popular in the energy economics literature where
the individual regimes are driven by independent processes (for a review see, e.g., Janczura and
Weron, 2010). The (deseasonalized) spot price Xt is defined as:
Xt =

Xt,1 if Rt = 1,
Xt,2 if Rt = 2,
Xt,3 if Rt = 3.
(3)
The first (base) regime describes the ‘normal’ price behavior and is given by the mean-reverting,
heteroskedastic process. In continuous time, the process is defined by a (continuous-time) stochas-
tic differential equation that governs the dynamics of the (deseasonalized) price, Xt:
dXt,1 = (α1 − β1Xt,1)dt + σ1dWt. (4)
Note that, in this specification, the Brownian motion Wt is responsible for fluctuations around the
long-term mean α1/β1 proportional to σ1, while β1 is the speed of mean-reversion. In discrete
time, the process can be written as
Xt,1 = α1 + (1 − β1)Xt−1,1 + σ1ǫt, (5)
where ǫt is standard i.i.d. Gaussian noise. The second regime represents the sudden price spikes
caused by unexpected supply shortages and is given by i.i.d. random variables from the shifted
log-normal distribution:
log(Xt,2 − X(q2)) ∼ N(µ2, σ22), Xt,2 > X(q2). (6)
Finally, the third regime (responsible for the sudden price drops) is governed by the shifted ‘inverse
log-normal’ law:
log(−Xt,3 + X(q3)) ∼ N(µ3, σ23), Xt,3 < X(q3). (7)
Note that the values X(qi) in the above equations denote the qi-th quantile of the dataset. Such
specification of the spike and drop regime distributions ensures that the observations below (above)
the q2-th (q3-th) quantile will not be classified as spikes (drops). In general, the values of qi can be
obtained by an optimization procedure. Here, for simplicity, we set q2 to be the third quartile and
q3 to be the first quartile of the dataset.
Calibration of regime-switching models with an observable state process boils down to the
problem of independently estimating parameters in each regime. In case of MRS models, though,
the calibration process is not straightforward, since the state process is latent and not directly
observable. We have to infer the parameters and state process values at the same time. In this
paper we use the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm that was first applied to MRS models
by Hamilton (1990) and later refined by Kim (1994). It is a two-step iterative procedure, reaching
a local maximum of the likelihood function:
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• Step 1: For a parameter vector θ compute the conditional probabilities for the process being
in regime j at time t, the so-called ‘smoothed inferences’.
• Step 2: Calculate new and more exact maximum likelihood estimates of θ using the likeli-
hood function, weighted with the smoothed inferences from Step 1.
Note that the introduction of independent regimes results in a significantly increased computational
burden. See Janczura and Weron (2012) for an efficient modification of the algorithm to overcome
this problem.
5. Results for EEX and NSW market data
In this section we compare the different approaches with respect to the estimation of the sea-
sonal pattern and the parameters of the stochastic process. In particular we illustrate the impacts
of using different outlier detection techniques (or ‘filters’) on the number and size of observations
being classified as price spikes or price drops. Since the analysis of market data cannot provide
conclusive results on the performance of the individual methods – recall that the ‘actual’ seasonal
pattern and stochastic process are unknown – in Section 6 we will conduct an extensive simula-
tion study to further investigate the issue. In this Monte Carlo experiment we will assume that
we know the ‘actual’ seasonal components and parameters of the stochastic process such that we
can examine the effects of the outlier filters on the estimates of the seasonal pattern and stochastic
models.
5.1. The data and their deseasonalization
In order to use realistic seasonal and stochastic components, the parameters of the seasonal
and stochastic components are estimated from spot prices recorded in two major power markets.
Namely, we use mean daily (baseload) spot prices from the European Energy Exchange (EEX;
Germany) and the mean daily (baseload) spot log-prices from the New South Wales Electricity
Market (NSW; being part of the National Electricity Market in Australia). Both datasets comprise
five years of data ranging from January 2, 2006, to January 2, 2011, totaling 1827 observations
(261 full weeks). The datasets are plotted in Figure 1. Note that for the EEX market we provide
a plot of the original price data while for the NSW electricity market, the log-prices and not
the prices themselves are plotted. The logarithmic scale dampens the extreme spikiness of the
Australian NSW prices, which can reach up to a bid-cap of 10000 AUD/MWh during peak hours
and, since 2012, 12500 AUD/MWh. The price spikes are clearly visible in both cases while the
NSW market exhibits a significantly larger number of extreme price observations. Note that the
EEX dataset even includes a few price drops with a negative system price (see Fanone et al., 2012,
for a discussion).
We use two methods for estimating the long-term seasonal component Tt, either (i) a wavelet
smoother of level 6 (i.e., S 6, see Section 3.2) or (ii) a sine function combined with an exponentially
weighted moving average (i.e., ‘sin-EWMA’, see Section 3.1). After detrending (subtracting Tt
from the spot prices), the short-term seasonal component st is calculated as the ‘average week’
(with holidays treated as the eighth day of the week; see Section 3.3) and removed from the
detrended data. The remaining stochastic component Xt = Pt − Tt − st is modeled as a Markov
regime-switching model defined by eqns. (5)-(7).
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5.2. The outlier filters
In order to examine the effect of outlier treatment on the estimation of the seasonal and stochas-
tic components of electricity prices, we apply different outlier detection methods (or ‘filters’) to
the EEX and NSW spot (log-)prices and compare the resulting seasonal patterns and the proper-
ties of the remaining stochastic part. Since the seasonal effects would obviously influence outlier
identification, some detrending technique should be performed prior to applying the outlier de-
tection methods. Here, we proceed in the following way. First, we estimate and subtract the
seasonal pattern from the original (log-)prices. Next, we apply one of the filtering methods to the
deseasonalized dataset. Finally, we obtain the dataset without outliers by adding the original sea-
sonal patterns to the filtered series. In this study, we consider the following approaches for outlier
detection:
(1) No removal of spikes or drops such that the original series is used for later estimation of the
seasonal pattern and the stochastic process (ORG).
(2) Fixed price threshold with deseasonalized prices exceeding the range of (−40, 40) – or
(−0.5, 0.5) for deseasonalized log-prices – identified as outliers (FPT).
(3) Variable price threshold with 2.5% highest and 2.5% lowest deseasonalized prices treated as
outliers (VPT1).
(4) Variable price threshold with 10% highest and 10% lowest deseasonalized prices treated as
outliers (VPT2).
(5) Recursive filter on prices – variable price threshold using three standard deviations on de-
seasonalized prices (RFP).
(6) Recursive filter on price differences – variable change price threshold using three standard
deviations on deseasonalized price differences (RFD).
(7) Recursive seasonal model (RM).
(8) MRS model classification (RSC).
Once the price spikes and drops are identified they have to be replaced by ‘normal’, less spiky
values. Since we are working with deseasonalized data, for simplicity, we replace them by the
mean of the deseasonalized prices.
5.3. Results of outlier detection
In a first step we consider the number of observations that are being classified as price spikes
by each of the methods. We find that there are significant differences between the filters both with
respect to the number of identified price spikes, as well as for the average magnitude of a positive
spike or negative price drop. The results for the different methods are summarized in Table 1
and illustrated for the EEX market in Figure 2. Note that the figure presents the results only for
the application of a wavelet LTSC, however, as indicated by Table 1, results with respect to the
number and magnitude of spikes for the sin-EWMA long-term seasonal component are generally
quite similar.
Looking at the results for the EEX market we find that the fixed price-threshold (FPT) method
yields the smallest number of price spikes (0.77%), while the variable price threshold with 10%
highest and 10% lowest prices treated as outliers (VPT2) clearly identifies the highest number
12
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Figure 2: Price observations for the EEX market that are identified as price spikes or price drops based on different
methods for outlier detection. The figures show the deseasonalized price series (upper left) as well as the filtered series
and the observations classified as outliers based on the seven considered methods: FPT, VPT1, VPT2, RFP, RFD, RM
and RSC (left to right, top to bottom), see Section 5.2 for filter definitions. The deseasonalization approach used here
is a wavelet approximation for the long-term seasonal pattern.
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Table 1: Number of observations classified as price spikes and drops for each of the considered methods. The table
also provides the average (log-)price level of observations that were identified as price spikes or price drops by the
outlier detection method. Abbreviations are defined in Section 5.2.
Dataset EEX NSW EEX NSW
LTSC Wavelet sin-EWMA Wavelet sin-EWMA Wavelet sin-EWMA Wavelet sin-EWMA
Filter Frequency of price spikes Average magnitude of (log-)price spike
FPT 0.77% 0.93% 5.42% 5.91% 142.83 136.14 4.91 4.87
VPT1 2.52% 2.52% 2.52% 2.52% 107.49 106.90 5.62 5.67
VPT2 10.02% 10.02% 10.02% 10.02% 75.34 78.61 4.47 4.48
RFP 1.97% 1.97% 3.45% 3.78% 112.50 112.14 5.37 5.27
RFD 2.52% 2.57% 6.19% 6.19% 96.18 95.03 4.73 4.77
RM 1.75% 1.64% 3.17% 2.96% 115.55 116.28 5.46 5.53
RSC 4.00% 4.93% 13.36% 10.02% 97.15 88.96 4.30 4.45
Filter Frequency of price drops Average magnitude of (log-)price drop
FPT 0.05% 0.16% 2.08% 2.85% -35.57 5.67 3.25 3.44
VPT1 2.52% 2.52% 2.52% 2.52% 33.60 36.25 3.32 3.48
VPT2 10.02% 10.02% 10.02% 10.02% 38.05 36.68 3.34 3.27
RFP 1.31% 0.82% 0.05% 0.27% 28.52 27.81 2.76 3.48
RFD 1.09% 1.09% 2.08% 1.92% 36.27 36.36 3.25 3.28
RM 0.66% 0.27% – – 21.93 11.21 – –
RSC 4.87% 3.61% 6.90% 0.38% 39.97 38.63 3.39 2.92
of spikes (roughly 10%). Among the other methods considered, the MRS model classifies ap-
proximately 4% to 5% of the observations as spikes, while all of the other models yield between
1.75% and 2.5% price spikes. As a result of the large differences between the models in terms
of spike identification, there are also significant differences with respect to the average magnitude
of a spike. Clearly, the model classifying the lowest number of observations as price spikes will
yield the highest magnitude for an average spike. Therefore, we find that the average magnitude
of an observation identified as a spike for the FPT is around EUR 143 while it is only EUR 75 for
VPT2. For the other methods the average price spike is between EUR 96 and EUR 116. Note that
these EUR values refer to the original observations and not deseasonalized price data. For price
drops in the EEX market we find similar results. The FPT method yields the smallest number
of observations (0.05%) being identified as price drops, while the VPT2 again gives the highest
number of drops (10%), followed by the MRS model classification (3.61% for wavelet, and 4.87%
for sin-EWMA LTSC). The range of observations being classified as drops by the other methods
is between 0.27% and 2.52%. Note that FPT only classifies one observation with a price of EUR
−35.57 as a drop, while the average price drop is EUR 39.97 for the MRS model classification and
EUR 38.05 for VPT2.
Let us now consider the results for the NSW market that are reported in Table 1 and illustrated
by Figure 3. Recall that, for this market, we do not use the actual spot price but log-prices, to
dampen the extreme spikiness. Still, apart from the filters involving a 2.5% or 10% variable price
threshold, all methods characterize a greater percentage of observations as price spikes for NSW
data than for EEX data. Similar to the results for the EEX, we find that the VPT2 (10%) and
RSC (13% and 10%) techniques classify the largest number of observations as price spikes. Also
14
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Figure 3: Price observations for the NSW market that are identified as price spikes or price drops based on different
methods for outlier detection. The figures show the deseasonalized log-price series (upper left) as well as the filtered
series and the observations classified as outliers based on the seven considered methods: FPT, VPT1, VPT2, RFP,
RFD, RM and RSC (left to right, top to bottom), see Section 5.2 for filter definitions. The deseasonalization approach
used here is a wavelet approximation for the long-term seasonal pattern.
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the recursive filter on price differences classifies approximately 6% of the observations as price
spikes. Interestingly, this time also the fixed price-threshold (FPT) method yields a large number
of positive spikes between 5% and 6%; however, this might be due to the rather arbitrary choice
of classifying all deseasonalized prices outside the range of (−0.5, 0.5) as outliers. A comparably
smaller number of observations, between 2.96% and 3.78%, is identified as spikes by the RM,
RFP and VPT1 methods. Again, the differences between the filters with respect to the number of
observations being classified as price spikes are substantial in terms of the average magnitude of a
price spike, which is between 5.27 and 5.67 for the VPT1, RM and RFP methods and around 4.4
on the log-scale for the MRS classification (RSC). Results for price drops in Table 1 indicate that
for the NSW market there are clearly fewer observations classified as price drops in comparison
to the number of price spikes. However, the individual methods yield quite different results with
respect to the number of drops in comparison to the EEX. For the NSW market the RFP and
RM techniques yield the smallest number of price drops – the recursive seasonal model does not
identify even a single drop while the recursive filter on prices only classifies 0.05% and 0.27% of
the observations as drops. This is also confirmed by Figure 3. On the other hand, we find that next
to the VPT2 technique, also the RSC filter identifies up to 6.90% of the log-prices as price drops.
Interestingly, this is only true when the wavelet LTSC is being used while for the sin-EWMA
seasonal pattern the fraction of price drops is much lower. The FPT, VPT1 and RFD methods
suggest around 2% to 3% of the deseasonalized log-prices as drops.
5.4. Seasonal patterns for outlier filtered data
In the next step we examine the impact of removing the outliers on the estimation of the
seasonal pattern. Figures 4 to 7 show the estimated long-term (LTSC) and short-term (STSC)
seasonal components for the EEX market. Results are reported for different outlier identification
techniques. Figure 4 shows the original spot price series and the estimated wavelet LTSC. Re-
sults are illustrated for four different methods: using the original price series that includes all the
extreme price spikes and drops (ORG); and using the VPT1, RFD or RSC filters for which the
identified outliers are replaced by the mean of the deseasonalized series before reestimating the
seasonal pattern. Figure 5 shows the results when instead of a wavelet approximation, sin-EWMA
is used for the estimation of the long-term trend. For both figures the lower left panel in the sec-
ond row zooms into the original spot prices and the estimated long-term trend for the time period
June to December 2006. The lower right panel shows the estimated short-term seasonal pattern
for Monday to Sunday as well as for holidays (indicated by ‘Ho’ on the horizontal axis).
Let us now consider the estimated long-term seasonal components. Figures 4 to 7 illustrate that
the LTSC estimated for the original prices (or log-prices for NSW) can deviate quite substantially
from the other long-term patterns. This is particularly true for periods where a large number of
price spikes could be observed. For example, for the EEX we find that between June and August
2006 due to several price spikes in July 2006 the estimated LTSC for the original data deviates
by up to EUR 15 from the estimated long-term patterns based on the outlier-corrected data. As
shown in the lower left panel of Figures 4 and 5 the effect seems to be even more pronounced
when instead of the wavelet approximation the sin-EWMA pattern is being used for the long-term
trend. A reason for this might be that for the wavelet trend we use the S 6 approximation, which
roughly corresponds to bimonthly (26 = 64 days) smoothing and is therefore less sensitive than
16
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Figure 4: Price observations, estimated long-term trend Tt and short-term seasonality st for the EEX market. The
upper panel shows the price series and the wavelet LTSC. Results are provided for the original price series as well as
series cleaned for outliers using the VPT1, RFD and RSC filters. The lower panels provide a zoom into the LTSC for
the period June to December 2006 (lower left) and the STSC for the same three filters (lower right).
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Figure 5: Price observations, estimated long-term trend Tt and short-term seasonality st for the EEX market. The
upper panel shows the price series and the sin-EWMA LTSC. Results are provided for the original price series as well
as series cleaned for outliers using the VPT1, RFD and RSC filters. The lower panels provide a zoom into the LTSC
for the period June to December 2006 (lower left) and the STSC for the same three filters (lower right).
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Figure 6: Price observations, estimated long-term trend Tt and short-term seasonality st for the NSW market. The
upper panel shows the log-price series and the wavelet LTSC. Results are provided for the original log-price series as
well as series cleaned for outliers using the VPT1, RFD and RSC filters. The lower panels provide a zoom into the
LTSC for the period October 2008 to April 2009 (lower left) and the STSC for the same three filters (lower right).
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Figure 7: Price observations, estimated long-term trend Tt and short-term seasonality st for the NSW market. The
upper panel shows the log-price series and the sin-EWMA LTSC. Results are provided for the original log-price series
as well as series cleaned for outliers using the VPT1, RFD and RSC filters. The lower panels provide a zoom into the
LTSC for the period October 2008 to April 2009 (lower left) and the STSC for the same three filters (lower right).
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EWMA to extreme observations like price spikes. Overall the wavelet approximation provides a
much smoother pattern than sin-EWMA. We can also see from the zoom in the lower left panel of
Figure 5 that, for the original data, the sin-EWMA estimated LTSC reacts with a certain delay to
extreme price observations such that the estimated long-term trend typically increases only after
a number of spikes could be observed in the market. On the other hand, using the outlier-cleaned
price data, both the wavelet and sin-EWMA seasonal patterns are less volatile since the extreme
observations do not enter the estimation procedure. In particular, as illustrated by Figure 5, the
sin-EWMA approach yields a much smoother estimate of the LTSC for the VPT1, RFD or RSC
filter in comparison to the pattern estimated for the original price data.
Results are quite similar for the NSW market, see Figures 6 and 7. Recall that, for this market,
all estimates are based on log-prices instead of the original price series. We also find that for the
NSW market, e.g., during the periods July to August 2007, October to November 2008, January
to February 2009 or December 2009 to February 2010 the estimated long-term seasonal pattern
for the original log-prices deviates quite significantly from the estimated patterns being based on
data that have been cleaned for observed outliers. The lower left panels of Figures 6 and 7 zoom
in on the period October 2008 to April 2009. Again, the estimated LTSC is most sensitive to
extreme price observations when the original log-price data are being used; it reacts less to such
observations when the estimation is based on data that have been cleaned for outliers. Like for
EEX prices, the wavelet approximation provides a much smoother pattern than sin-EWMA. Also
the differences between the individual methods seem to be more pronounced for the sin-EWMA
technique.
Let us now consider the estimates for the short-term seasonal components that are reported
in the lower right panels of Figures 4 to 7. Again we illustrate results for four of the considered
techniques only: ORG, VPT1, RFD and RSC. Recall that the STSC is estimated after detrending,
i.e., subtracting the LTSC from the spot or log-spot prices, and is then simply calculated as the
‘average week’. Holidays are treated separately like an eight day of the week and are reported as
‘Ho’ in the figures.
For the EEX market the estimation technique for the long-term trend does not seem to have
a strong impact on the estimated short-term pattern. Results for the STSC look quite similar, no
matter whether the LTSC was estimated using the wavelet or the sin-EWMA approach. However,
we find that there are visible differences between the patterns depending on the outlier detection
method. Similar to the estimates of the LTSC, these differences are more substantial when the
estimation is based on the original data in comparison to the methods replacing extreme observa-
tions beforehand. Applying no filter to the price spikes and drops yields clearly greater estimates
for Tuesdays and Thursdays in the STSC while the estimates for Sundays and Holidays are lower.
On the other hand, the estimated components look rather similar for the different filters. Among
the illustrated methods, the RSC technique seems to provide slightly smaller estimates for the
weekdays and slightly greater estimates for Sundays and Holidays in comparison to the VPT1
and RFD filters. This might be a result of the larger number of observations being characterized
as outliers and subsequently being replaced by the RSC method. However, the differences in the
estimated short-term pattern are much smaller between the individual outlier detection methods in
comparison to the calculated pattern for the original data.
Also for the NSW market, the estimation technique for the long-term trend has only limited
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impact on the estimated short-term seasonal pattern, see Figures 6 and 7. However, the estimated
STSC for the original log-prices has a slightly different shape than the component for the data that
has been cleaned for outliers. We find that the pattern based on original log-prices yields a larger
estimate for Thursdays than the other techniques while it gives smaller estimates in particular for
Sundays and Holidays. Again the results are very similar for the VPT1, RFD and RSC methods,
suggesting that it matters whether outliers are being replaced before estimation of the STSC, but
not so much which filtering techniques are used.
We conclude that replacing extreme observations, such as significant price spikes or price
drops, seems to have a significant impact on the estimated seasonal component, as illustrated by
Figures 4 to 7. This is true for both the long-term and short-term seasonal patterns. In particular
the estimated LTSC seems to be significantly affected by price spikes when the original price
or log-price data are used. On the other hand, deviations between the estimated long-term and
short-term seasonal pattern for different outlier detection methods are less pronounced. Overall,
differences in the estimated seasonal pattern will subsequently lead to different parameter estimates
for the stochastic price process. A potential mis-specification of the seasonal component might
even introduce an additional bias or artificial price fluctuations that will lead to biased estimates
of the parameters for the stochastic price process. However, since the actual seasonal pattern is
unobservable, it is hard to argue at this point which method provides the ‘best’ estimate of the
pattern. We will further investigate the impact of the different approaches on the estimation of the
seasonal pattern and, subsequently, the parameters of the stochastic process in a simulation study
in the next section.
6. Monte Carlo simulation study
In order to investigate the effect of outlier treatment on the estimation of the seasonal and
stochastic components of electricity prices, we conduct the following simulation study: we apply
different outlier detection methods (filters) to simulated trajectories and compare the resulting
estimated seasonal patterns and stochastic model parameters with the true values. As illustrated
in the previous section, outliers might have severe impact on the form of the LTSC and STSC
estimated from market data, which may then also have impact on the estimated parameters for the
stochastic process.
6.1. The simulation setup
In our simulation study we proceed in the following way. First, we estimate the LTSC from
the electricity spot prices using either wavelets or the sin-EWMA approach (see Sections 3.1 and
3.2) and then the STSC using the ‘average week’ method (see Section 3.3). The EEX and NSW
price series used for this purpose provide us with two distinct but realistic simulation environments.
Next, the upper 2.5% and lower 2.5% of the deseasonalized prices are substituted with the mean of
all remaining observations, i.e., we use the VPT1 method; we are motivated to do so by the results
of the previous section, where VPT1 has been found to perform reasonably well and robust. The
dataset without outliers is then recovered by adding the seasonal components (LTSC and STSC) to
the filtered series. Finally, the long-term T ∗t and short-term s∗t seasonal components are estimated
from the dataset without outliers. For our simulation study, T ∗t and s∗t then represent the ‘correct’
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(or ‘actual’) long-term and short-term seasonal patterns, respectively, that we would like to retrieve
or estimate from the simulated data.
Our hypothesis is that using the discussed methods for outlier detection should lead to better
results with respect to specifying the LTSC and STSC correctly, and subsequently for estimating
the parameters of the stochastic process. For our simulation study we also require simulated
stochastic trajectories; they will be based on the Markov regime switching (MRS) model defined
by eqns. (5)-(7) with parameters estimated from the T ∗t and s∗t deseasonalized EEX and NSW (log-
)prices. In total we simulate 1000 trajectories (for each of the two power markets and for each of
the two LTSC patterns) and then estimate the seasonal pattern and the parameters of the stochastic
process for each trajectory. The following simulation and estimation procedure is conducted:
1. Simulate a sample trajectory of Pt = Xt + T ∗t + s∗t , where Xt is the stochastic component
(a sample realization of the MRS model with ‘correct’ parameters estimated from EEX or
NSW market data), T ∗t is the ‘correct’ LTSC (wavelets or sin-EWMA) and s∗t is the ‘correct’
STSC (‘average week’. This trajectory can be treated as a stochastic ‘copy’ of the EEX or
NSW spot price series, but with known seasonal patterns and parameters of the stochastic
component.
2. Fit a seasonal pattern to Pt using wavelets or sin-EWMA for the LTSC (obtaining T 0t ) and
‘average week’ for the STSC (obtaining s0t ). Deseasonalize the simulated trajectory X0t =
Pt − T 0t − s0t . This step is equivalent to fitting a seasonal pattern and a stochastic model to
raw electricity spot prices.
3. Filter the deseasonalized series X0t using one of the outlier detection methods, yielding the
deseasonalized series without outliers X0Ft . Construct an outlier filtered trajectory by adding
back the seasonal pattern estimated in step 2: PFt = X0Ft + T 0t + s0t .
4. Fit a seasonal pattern to the filtered trajectory PFt using wavelets or sin-EWMA for the
LTSC (obtaining T Ft ) and ‘average week’ for the STSC (obtaining sFt ). Then deseasonalize
the original trajectory Pt by removing the seasonal pattern estimated from the filtered series
PFt : XFt = Pt − T Ft − sFt . This step corresponds to the approach we are testing in this paper,
i.e., fitting a seasonal pattern and a stochastic model to outlier filtered electricity spot prices.
Note that we cannot bypass steps 2 and 3 and filter out the outliers from raw price data as
the seasonal patterns substantially complicate the identification of price spikes and drops in
raw data.
5. Calculate mean squared (MSE) and mean absolute errors (MAE) between the original sea-
sonal components (T ∗t , s∗t ) and seasonal components obtained without filtering (T 0t , s0t ) or
using one of the outlier detection methods (T Ft , sFt ).
6. Estimate the stochastic component parameters from the deseasonalized series X0t = Pt −
T 0t − s0t (see step 2) or the deseasonalized outlier filtered series XFt = Pt − T Ft − sFt (see step
4) and calculate the MSE and MAE for these parameters by comparing with the ‘correct’
parameters of Xt.
Overall, for each trajectory, we either use the original price series, or apply any of the suggested
outlier detection methods to determine the filtered price series, before estimating the seasonal pat-
tern. Therefore, in our simulation study, in total we compare the performance of eight techniques:
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(1) ORG, (2) FPT, (3) VPT1, (4) VPT2, (5) RFP, (6) RFD, (7) RM and (8) RSC; see Section 5.2
for filter definitions.
6.2. Seasonal patterns for outlier filtered trajectories
We first examine the results on estimation of the seasonal pattern for the simulation runs. Table
2 provides the results for the mean squared error (MSE), comparing the actual and estimated long-
term (Tt), short-term (st) and overall ( ft = Tt + st) seasonal patterns based on the different outlier
detection methods. Note that the results for the two markets are provided for both the wavelet
and the sin-EWMA long-term seasonal components. Next to using the MSE as loss function,
we also calculated the mean absolute error (MAE). However, since MSE and MAE yielded very
similar results, these results are not reported here. They are, however, available upon request to
the authors.
We also performed a Kruskal-Wallis test to examine significant differences between the sam-
ples of MSE for the considered outlier detection methods. The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-
parametric version of the classical one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), and tests the null
hypothesis that all samples are drawn from the same population, or equivalently, from different
populations with the same distribution, see, e.g., Hollander and Wolfe (1999). Unlike a standard
one-way ANOVA, the test does not require the assumption that all samples come from a popula-
tion with a normal distribution. Examining the distribution of the simulation-based MSE and MAE
for the deviation from the actual seasonal pattern, the assumption of normality for the population
would not be justified. Therefore, a Kruskal-Wallis test is more appropriate to test for significant
differences between the populations. As mentioned above the null hypothesis for such a test is
that all samples are drawn from the same population. Therefore, rejecting the null only provides
statistical evidence for at least one of the samples being from a population with a different dis-
tribution. However, the test does not provide detailed information on which of the samples are
significantly different. A test that can provide such information is called a multiple comparison
procedure (Hochberg and Tamhane, 1987). The test uses Tukey’s honestly significant difference
criterion, that is optimal for the comparison of groups with equal sample sizes, to test for signif-
icant differences with respect to the performance of the methods. The test is conducted with a
significance level of α = 0.05. For each market and deseasonalization method, Table 2 indicates
for all of the considered filtering approaches (1)-(8) which of the other methods perform signifi-
cantly worse or significantly better for the considered criterion. Note that when all other methods
were significantly better (or worse) than a particular approach this is indicated by ‘All’, while ‘–
’ indicates that none of the other models provided significantly better (or worse) results. Being
based on a nonparametric test statistic, it can be expected that the multiple comparison procedure
will not be able to distinguish significant differences between all of the considered methods. How-
ever, generally most of the considered methods for outlier detection perform significantly better
than the ‘no filter’ technique (i.e., ORG) with respect to estimating the seasonal pattern.
From a first glance at Table 2, we find that for most of the considered criteria, using the original
price data yields the worst results with respect to estimating the seasonal pattern. In comparison
to the ‘no filter’ approach, most of the considered outlier detection methods lead to a significant
reduction in the MSE for the estimated long-term, short-term and overall seasonal pattern. It also
becomes clear that results for the LTSC Tt usually dominate those for the STSC st in terms of
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Table 2: Mean Squared Error (MSE) for estimation of long-term (Tt), short-term (st) and overall ( ft) seasonal pattern
for the conducted simulation study of the EEX and NSW markets. The LTSC Tt is modeled by wavelets (two upper
panels) or sin-EWMA (two lower panels), while the stochastic price behavior is simulated using the MRS model
defined by eqns. (5)-(7). The best result for each of the considered measures is indicated in bold. The table also pro-
vides results for the multiple comparison procedure using Tukey’s honestly significant difference criterion (Hochberg
and Tamhane, 1987), indicating for each of the approaches (1)-(8) which of the other methods performs significantly
worse / significantly better for the considered criterion.
EEX (Wavelet)
Measure MSE (Tt) Worse / Better MSE (st) Worse / Better MSE ( ft) Worse / Better
(1) ORG 7.7268 – / All 0.4297 – / All 8.1589 – / All
(2) FPT 5.7674 {1,4} / {3,5,6,7,8} 0.2396 {1,4} / {3,5,6,7,8} 5.9804 {1,4} / {3,5,6,7,8}
(3) VPT1 4.6753 {1,2,4,6} / – 0.1989 {1,2,4} / {8} 4.8485 {1,2,4,6} / –
(4) VPT2 6.3848 {1} / {2,3,5,6,7,8} 0.2889 {1} / {2,3,5,6,7,8} 6.6337 {1} / {2,3,5,6,7,8}
(5) RFP 5.6470 {1,2,4,6} / – 0.2082 {1,2,4} / {8} 5.8160 {1,2,4,6} / –
(6) RFD 5.2237 {1,2,4} / {3,5,7,8} 0.1985 {1,2,4} / {8} 5.3864 {1,2,4} / {3,5,7,8}
(7) RM 4.8250 {1,2,4,6} / – 0.2020 {1,2,4} / {8} 4.9899 {1,2,4,6} / –
(8) RSC 4.9798 {1,2,4,6} / – 0.1778 {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} / – 5.1229 {1,2,4,6} / –
NSW (Wavelet)
Measure MSE (Tt) Worse / Better MSE (st) Worse / Better MSE ( ft) Worse / Better
(1) ORG 0.0106 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0066 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0113 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8}
(2) FPT 0.0105 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0060 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0112 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8}
(3) VPT1 0.0065 {1,2,4,8} / {5,6,7} 0.0025 {1,2,4} / {5,6,7,8} 0.0068 {1,2,4,8} / {5,6,7}
(4) VPT2 0.0074 {1,2} / {3,5,6,7} 0.0033 {1,2} / {3,5,6,7,8} 0.0077 {1,2} / {3,5,6,7}
(5) RFP 0.0055 {1,2,3,4,8} / – 0.0016 {1,2,3,4,7,8} / – 0.0056 {1,2,3,4,8} / –
(6) RFD 0.0055 {1,2,3,4,8} / – 0.0016 {1,2,3,4,8} / – 0.0056 {1,2,3,4,8} / –
(7) RM 0.0054 {1,2,3,4,8} / – 0.0017 {1,2,3,4} / {5} 0.0055 {1,2,3,4,8} / –
(8) RSC 0.0078 {1,2} / {3,5,6,7} 0.0023 {1,2,3,4} / {5,6} 0.0080 {1,2} / {3,5,6,7}
EEX (sin-EWMA)
Measure MSE (Tt) Worse / Better MSE (st) Worse / Better MSE ( ft) Worse / Better
(1) ORG 26.8461 {4,8} / {2,3,5,6,7} 0.5292 – / All 27.3719 {4,8} / {2,3,5,6,7}
(2) FPT 23.2980 {1,3,4,8} / – 0.2511 {1,4} / {5,6,8} 23.5400 {1,3,4,8} / –
(3) VPT1 25.1094 {1,4,8} / {2,5,6,7} 0.2456 {1,4} / {6,8} 25.3448 {1,4,8} / {2,5,6,7}
(4) VPT2 37.0827 – / All 0.3923 {1} / {2,3,5,6,7,8} 37.4618 – / All
(5) RFP 23.4552 {1,3,4,8} / – 0.2294 {1,2,4} / – 23.6769 {1,3,4,8} / –
(6) RFD 23.0855 {1,3,4,8} / – 0.2193 {1,2,3,4} / – 23.2968 {1,3,4,8} / –
(7) RM 22.8728 {1,3,4,8} / – 0.2314 {1,4} / – 23.0968 {1,3,4,8} / –
(8) RSC 29.8795 {4} / {1,2,3,5,6,7} 0.2150 {1,2,3,4} / – 30.0838 {4} / {1,2,3,5,6,7}
NSW (sin-EWMA)
Measure MSE (Tt) Worse / Better MSE (st) Worse / Better MSE ( ft) Worse / Better
(1) ORG 0.0241 – {3,5,6,7,8} 0.0091 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0250 – / {3,5,6,7,8}
(2) FPT 0.0242 – / {3,5,6,7,8} 0.0090 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0251 – / {3,5,6,7,8}
(3) VPT1 0.0179 {1,2,4,8} / {5,6,7} 0.0029 {1,2,4} / {5,6,7,8} 0.0182 {1,2,4,8} / {5,6,7}
(4) VPT2 0.0235 – / {3,5,6,7,8} 0.0051 {1,2} / {3,5,6,7,8} 0.0239 – / {3,5,6,7,8}
(5) RFP 0.0167 {1,2,3,4,8} / – 0.0028 {1,2,3,4,7,8} / – 0.0170 {1,2,3,4,8} / –
(6) RFD 0.0167 {1,2,3,4,8} / – 0.0016 {1,2,3,4,7,8} / – 0.0169 {1,2,3,4,8} / –
(7) RM 0.0164 {1,2,3,4,8} / – 0.0019 {1,2,3,4}/ {5,6} 0.0166 {1,2,3,4,8} / –
(8) RSC 0.0212 {1,2,4} / {3,5,6,7} 0.0036 {1,2,3,4} / {5,6} 0.0216 {1,2,4} / {3,5,6,7}
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contribution to the MSE for the overall seasonal pattern. Therefore, the method that performs best
with respect to Tt, in most cases also yields the best results for the total seasonal pattern. In the
following we report the results in more detail.
Let us now consider the results for the EEX market when a wavelet LTSC is used, see the
top panel of Table 2. We find that for both the long-term Tt, short-term st and overall seasonal
pattern the ORG or ‘no filter’ method performs the worst. The variable price threshold with 10%
highest and 10% lowest prices treated as outliers (VPT2) does not seem to perform that well,
but still reduces MSE for the estimation of the total seasonal pattern by more than 18%. For
all of the other outlier detection methods the MSE is reduced by more than 25% up to 40% in
comparison to the ‘no filter’ approach. Since Tt dominates st with respect to contribution to the
error in the estimation of the total seasonal pattern, the VPT1 method that performs best with
respect to Tt also yields the overall best results. The Kruskal-Wallis test rejects the hypothesis
that the samples are drawn from the same population at all levels of significance (p = 0.000).
With respect to multiple comparison of the groups, we find that all methods yield significantly
smaller absolute errors for the long term, short-term and overall seasonal pattern than the ‘no filter’
approach. For the estimation of the long-term pattern Tt, the VPT1 method yields the best results,
significantly outperforming four of the other methods according to Tukey’s honestly significant
difference criterion. The recursive filter on prices (RFP) and regime switching model classification
(RSC) for detection of the outliers are only slightly worse and also outperform four of the other
methods. Note that the test cannot detect significant differences between VPT1, RFP, RM and
RSC with respect to the performance in estimating Tt. For the short-term pattern st, we find that
the RSC method significantly outperforms all the other methods, while the test finds no significant
differences between the VPT1, RFP, RFD, RM technique: they all outperform three of the other
methods (ORG, FPT, VPT2), but are significantly worse than the RSC technique. Note that for
st the ‘no filter’ method performs significantly worse than all methods using data that have been
cleaned for outliers. Finally, for the total seasonal pattern, the VPT1, RFP, RM and RSC methods
yield the best results, each of them significantly outperforming four of the other techniques. The
test does not find significant differences between the performance of these methods in terms of
estimating the overall pattern. Again, the ORG method is significantly outperformed by all of the
other techniques.
Results for the NSW market with a wavelet LTSC also lead to similar conclusions with respect
to the results for the ORG method, see the upper-middle panel of Table 2. Again, the ‘no filter’
approach yields the greatest value for the MSE for the estimation of Tt, st and the total seasonal
pattern. Only the results for the fixed price threshold method (FPT) are of the same magnitude,
while all other outlier detection methods yield much smaller values for the MSE. For the estimation
of the overall seasonal pattern, the best results are obtained for the RFP, RFD and RM technique
where the MSE is reduced by more than 50% in comparison to the ‘no filter’ method. Also the
other outlier detection methods, except FPT, reduce the MSE by roughly between 30% and 40%.
Again the results for the long-term component Tt dominate st in terms of contribution to the MSE
for the overall seasonal pattern. Therefore, the methods yielding the best results for Tt also perform
best for the total seasonal pattern. For estimation of st, ORG and FPT lead to the worst results
with the largest MSE. On the other hand, the outlier detection methods RFP, RFD and RM yield
the best results: these methods significantly outperform five of the other methods, while MSE in
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comparison to the ORG method is reduced by approximately 75%. Note that the test for multi
comparison cannot significantly distinguish between the performance of RFP, RFD and RM for
estimation of the short-term pattern. Overall, the recursive model estimation yields the best results
for the seasonal pattern in the NSW market when a wavelet LTSC is used.
Results are not that clear-cut for the sin-EWMA long-term seasonal pattern, see the two bottom
panels of Table 2. Generally the ‘no filter’ method is still outperformed by most of the outlier
detection methods. The Kruskall-Wallis test rejects for both markets that the MSE samples are
drawn from the same population at any significance level (p = 0.000). However, for the EEX
market the variable price threshold with 10% largest and 10% smallest prices treated as outliers
(VPT2) and MRS model classification (RSC) perform worse for Tt and the overall seasonal pattern
estimation. Recall from Section 5 that these are the methods that generally classify the largest
percentage of observations as outliers and replace them before estimation of the seasonal pattern.
So in this case, it seems like removing a substantial fraction of the extreme observations does not
provide an accurate estimation of the long-term seasonal sin-EWMA component. Generally, the
estimation results for the sin-EWMA pattern are clearly worse for all of the considered outlier
filters. In comparison to using a wavelet LTSC, the MSE for the sin-EWMA simulation study
is approximately four times larger in magnitude. Note further that the reduction in MSE for the
total seasonal pattern for the four best methods, FPT, RFP, RFD and RM, in comparison to the ‘no
filter’ technique is only around 14%. Therefore, it seems as though the estimation technique for
the long-term trend impacts on the overall quality of estimation of the seasonal pattern, but also on
the ranking of the methods. Still for estimation of the short-term pattern st, ORG is significantly
outperformed by all outlier detection techniques. Overall, for the EEX market the ORG method
ranks sixth out of the eight groups and is significantly outperformed by five of the other techniques.
For the NSW market, using the original data for estimation of the seasonal pattern likewise
yields the worst results together with the fixed price threshold (FPT) method. Five of the other
techniques significantly outperform the ORG method for Tt and the total seasonal pattern. For the
three best methods, RFP, RFD and RM, the MSE is reduced by more than 30%. Only the FPT
and VPT2 method are not able to significantly outperform the ‘no filter’ approach. Similarly to
the EEX market, the errors for estimation of the sin-EWMA long-term seasonal pattern are clearly
larger than for the wavelet LTSC. For the NSW market they increase on average by a magnitude
of 100%. Again, the estimation technique for the long-term trend dominates the overall quality of
estimating the seasonal pattern and the ranking of the methods.
Overall, applying a filtering procedure for the outliers before estimating the seasonal pattern
seems to provide a more appropriate specification of the long term, short-term and overall seasonal
patterns. This is true for the considered EEX and NSW simulation environments and also for both
of the applied estimation techniques for the long-term seasonal pattern (wavelet and sin-EWMA).
The ORG method usually ranks among the three worst methods and is significantly outperformed
in 23 out of 28 possible cases with respect to MSE for the estimated overall seasonal pattern.
6.3. Parameter estimates for the stochastic component of the outlier filtered trajectories
In this section we examine the impact of the misspecification of the seasonal pattern on pa-
rameter estimates for the stochastic process. Table 3 provides results on the parameter estimates
for the base regime, while Table 4 summarizes the results for the parameter estimates of the spike
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Table 3: Mean Squared Error (MSE) for estimation of base regime parameters for the MRS model defined by eqns.
(5)-(7) for the conducted simulation study of the EEX market. The LTSC Tt is modeled using wavelets (upper panel)
or sin-EWMA (lower panel), while the stochastic price behavior is simulated using the MRS model. The best result
for each of the considered measures is indicated in bold. The table also provides results for the multiple compari-
son procedure using Tukey’s honestly significant difference criterion (Hochberg and Tamhane, 1987), indicating for
each of the approaches (1)-(8) which of the other methods perform significantly worse / significantly better for the
considered criterion.
EEX (Wavelet, Base Regime)
Measure MSE (α1) Worse / Better MSE (α1/β1) Worse / Better MSE (σ1) Worse / Better
(1) ORG 0.0616 – / All 0.2530 – / {2,3,4,5,7,8} 4.5006 – / All
(2) FPT 0.0357 {1,6} / {4,8} 0.1441 {1,6} / {4} 2.7430 {1} / {3}
(3) VPT1 0.0291 {1,6,7} / – 0.1087 {1,6,7} / – 2.1131 {1,2} / –
(4) VPT2 0.0236 {1,2,5,6,7} / – 0.0917 {1,2,5,6,7,8} / – 3.2302 {1} / –
(5) RFP 0.0311 {1,6,7} / {4} 0.1268 {1,6,7} / {4} 2.5537 {1} / –
(6) RFD 0.0450 {1} / {2,3,4,5,8} 0.1847 – / {2,3,4,5,7,8} 2.4833 {1} / –
(7) RM 0.0368 {1} / {3,4,5,8} 0.1498 {1,6} / {3,4,5,8} 3.1372 {1} / –
(8) RSC 0.0185 {1,2,6,7} / – 0.0822 {1,6,7} / {4} 2.3781 {1} / –
EEX (sin-EWMA, Base Regime)
Measure MSE (α1) Worse / Better MSE (α1/β1) Worse / Better MSE (σ1) Worse / Better
(1) ORG 0.0505 – / All 0.6192 – / All 19.8489 {4} / {2,3,5,6,7,8}
(2) FPT 0.0195 {1} / {8} 0.2146 {1,4} / {8} 14.4930 {1,4} / –
(3) VPT1 0.0201 {1} / {8} 0.2380 {1} / {5,8} 14.7368 {1,4} / –
(4) VPT2 0.0190 {1} / {8} 0.2943 {1} / {2,5,6,7,8} 36.0074 – / All
(5) RFP 0.0165 {1} / {8} 0.1752 {1,3,4} / {8} 14.2021 {1,4,8} / –
(6) RFD 0.0192 {1} / {8} 0.2018 {1,4} / {8} 12.8745 {1,4,8} / –
(7) RM 0.0189 {1} / {8} 0.2028 {1,4} / {8} 13.6774 {1,4,8} / –
(8) RSC 0.0072 All / – 0.0854 All / – 15.0862 {1} / {5,6,7}
and drop regime for the EEX market; results for the NSW market lead to similar conclusions and
are reported in the appendix only. Recall that these results are based on data that contain extreme
price observations such as price spikes and drops. After estimation of the seasonal component, the
pattern is subtracted from the spot (log-)price and the three-state regime switching model is fitted
to the remaining stochastic component of the data.
Let us first consider the results for the base regime in Table 3 when either a wavelet or sin-
EWMA long-term seasonal component is used. The table reports the MSE of parameter estimates
for α1, the long-term mean price level α1/β1 and the instantaneous volatility σ1 in equations (4)
and (5). We find that when a wavelet LTSC is used, for all parameters the ‘no filter’ method usually
yields the worst results. For the parameter α1 all techniques yield significantly better results for the
MSE in comparison to the ORG method. The MSE is usually reduced by more than 40% for six
of the seven considered outlier detection methods. Also for the long-term mean price level α1/β1,
six out of seven filtering techniques significantly outperform the ‘no filter’ method. Interestingly,
for these two parameters the best results are obtained for the VPT2 and RSC methods that usually
classify the greatest fraction of observations as outliers. Also for the volatility parameter σ1 of the
base regime all filters yield significantly better results than the ORG method. Note that for σ1 the
test for multiple comparison of the groups does not indicate significant differences between any of
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Table 4: Mean Squared Error (MSE) for estimation of the spike and drop regime parameters for the MRS model
defined by eqns. (5)-(7) for the conducted simulation study of the EEX market. The LTSC Tt is modeled using
wavelets (upper panel) or sin-EWMA (lower panel), while the stochastic price behavior is simulated using the MRS
model. The best result for each of the considered measures is indicated in bold. The table also provides results for
the multiple comparison procedure using Tukey’s honestly significant difference criterion (Hochberg and Tamhane,
1987), indicating for each of the filtering approaches (1)-(8) which of the other methods perform significantly worse
/ significantly better for the considered criterion.
EEX (Wavelet, Spike and Drop Regime )
MSE(µ2) Worse / Better MSE(σ2) Worse / Better MSE(µ3) Worse / Better MSE(σ3) Worse / Better
(1) 0.0463 – / {8} 0.0417 {7} / – 0.0872 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0306 – / {3,4,5,8}
(2) 0.0432 – / {8} 0.0481 – / {8} 0.0750 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0283 – / {3,4,5,8}
(3) 0.0461 – / {8} 0.0482 – / {4,8} 0.0474 {1,2,5,6} / {8} 0.0192 {1,2,6,7} / {8}
(4) 0.0427 – / {8} 0.0376 {3,7} / – 0.0551 {1,2,6} / {8} 0.0197 {1,2,6,7} / {8}
(5) 0.0432 – / {8} 0.0452 – / {8} 0.0592 {1,2,6} / {3,8} 0.0264 {1,2} / {8}
(6) 0.0438 – / {8} 0.0469 – / {8} 0.0679 {1} / {3,4,5,7,8} 0.0256 – / {3,4,8}
(7) 0.0446 – / {8} 0.0502 – / {1,4,8} 0.0538 {1,2,6} / {8} 0.0240 – / {3,4,8}
(8) 0.0331 All / – 0.0341 {2,3,5,6,7} / – 0.0372 All / – 0.0134 All / –
EEX (sin-EWMA, Spike and Drop Regime )
MSE(µ2) Worse / Better MSE(σ2) Worse / Better MSE(µ3) Worse / Better MSE(σ3) Worse / Better
(1) 0.0487 – / {3,4,6,8} 0.0478 – / – 0.0501 {3,4,8} / – 0.0475 {4,8} / –
(2) 0.0462 – / {4,6,8} 0.0530 – / – 0.0508 {3,4,8} / – 0.0479 {4,8} / –
(3) 0.0394 {1} / – 0.0505 – / – 0.0668 {4,8} / {1,2,6,7} 0.0478 {4,8} / –
(4) 0.0357 {1,2,5,7} / – 0.0506 – / – 0.1193 – / {1,2,3,5,6,7} 0.0602 – / {1,2,3,5,6,7}
(5) 0.0417 – / {4,8} 0.0503 – / – 0.0555 {4,8} / – 0.0469 {4,8} / –
(6) 0.0387 {1,2} / – 0.0469 – / – 0.0503 {3,4,8} / – 0.0396 {4,8} / –
(7) 0.0422 – / {4,8} 0.0574 – / – 0.0466 {3,4,8} / – 0.0450 {4,8} / –
(8) 0.0326 {1,2,5,7} / – 0.0456 – / – 0.1012 – / {1,2,3,5,6,7} 0.0561 – / {1,2,3,5,6,7}
the outlier detection methods VPT1, VPT2, RFP, RFD, RM and RSC at the 5% level.
Results for the sin-EWMA technique are illustrated in the lower panel of Table 3. Similar
to the results for the wavelet LTSC, we find that the ‘no filter’ approach yields the worst results
with respect to the parameter estimates of the base regime. For the parameter α1 all techniques
yield significantly better results for the MSE in comparison to the ORG method. The MSE is
reduced by at least 60% for any of the considered outlier filters. Also for the long-term mean
price level α1/β1, the MSE is reduced by more than 50% when the seasonal pattern is estimated
based on the filtered data prior to fitting the stochastic model. Interestingly, for both parameters
by far the best results are obtained when outlier filtering is conducted using the RSC filter. This
method outperforms all other outlier detection techniques and reduces the MSE by more than 85%
in comparison to using original data. For the base regime volatility σ1, five out of seven filtering
techniques significantly outperform the ORG method: the MSE is reduced by approximately 25%
to 30% for these methods. Note that in comparison to the wavelet LTSC, estimation errors for the
long-term mean price level α1/β1 and the volatility parameter σ1 are much larger. In particular for
the latter the MSE is usually about five times larger. Recall that the wavelet LTSC also provided
smaller errors for the estimation of the seasonal pattern. Therefore our results for σ1 indicate that
a bad estimator of the seasonal pattern will also have significant impacts on the estimation of the
stochastic parameters and bears a much higher risk of misspecifying the stochastic process.
Results for parameter estimates of the other two regimes, the spike and drop regime, are re-
ported in Table 4. We find that for the parameters of the second and third regime results are not so
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clear-cut. When a wavelet LTSC is used (upper panel), the RSC filtering technique for the outliers
provides the best results and usually outperforms all other methods. For µ2, the location param-
eter of the shifted log-normal distribution for the spike regime, the RSC filter yields significantly
lower estimation errors than all other techniques, while the multiple comparison procedure cannot
identify significant differences between any of the other methods. Also for the scale parameter σ2
of the spike regime, as well as µ3 and σ3, the location and scale parameter of the drop regime,
the RSC filter gives the best results. Note that for µ3 and σ3, the ‘no filter’ approach yields the
largest MSE and is significantly outperformed by six, respectively, four of the filtering techniques
in terms of this error measure. However, for σ2 none of the filtering techniques provides signif-
icantly smaller MSE in comparison to using the original observations for the estimation of the
seasonal pattern.
Results for parameter estimates of the second and third regime in the sin-EWMA simulation
scenario are provided in the lower panel of Table 4. We find that for the parameters of the spike
regime, µ2 and σ2, again the RSC filter leads to the smallest MSE. For µ2, the ‘no filter’ approach
yields the largest MSE and is significantly outperformed by four of the filtering techniques. On the
other hand, for σ2, the multiple comparison test cannot detect significant differences between any
of the applied methods. For the parameters of the drop regime, µ3 and σ3, in particular VPT2 and
RSC perform poorly and lead to greater MSEs in the estimation than most of the other methods.
Interestingly, for these parameters, the ORG does not give significantly greater estimation errors
than any of the filtering techniques.
Overall, we find that the estimation of the seasonal pattern based on prices that have been
filtered for extreme price spikes and drops seems to not only provide a better specification of the
seasonal pattern, but, subsequently, also better estimates for parameters of the stochastic process.
This is true in particular for the parameters of the base regime, where the ‘no filter’ approach
performs significantly worse for 40 out of 42 possible cases. These results are valid for both
the wavelet and the sin-EWMA long-term seasonal patterns. On the other hand, we find that for
parameter estimates of the second and third regime – modeling price spikes and price drops – it is
more difficult to distinguish between the tested methods.
Finally, Table 5 provides a summary of the overall performance of the considered outlier de-
tection methods. Each method is assigned a number (a ‘rank’) which is computed as one plus the
number of methods performing significantly better in terms of MSE and according to the multiple
comparison procedure (Hochberg and Tamhane, 1987) across all considered markets (EEX, NSW)
and LTSC patterns (wavelet-based, sin-EWMA). We then calculate two geometric averages – one
for the ‘ranks’ of the seasonal patterns (Tt, st) and one for the ‘ranks’ of the parameter estimates
of the stochastic model (α1, α1/β1, σ1, µ2, σ2, µ3, σ3). We find that for seasonal pattern estimation
the ‘no filter’ approach is performing significantly worse than the other methods, being ranked on
average at 7.08 out of 8 considered cases. On the other hand, the ranking illustrates that in partic-
ular the recursive filter (RFP and RFD) and the recursive model (RM) approach yield the overall
best results for seasonal pattern estimation. For estimation of the parameters of the stochastic
process, simulation results suggest that the ‘no filter’ method is outperformed on average by more
competitors (ranked at 3.27) than any of the other techniques. On the other hand, for parameter
estimation it is clearly the Markov regime-switching model classification (RSC) of outliers that
yields the best results. Note, however, that for most estimated parameters, it is more difficult to
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Table 5: Summary of overall performance for the considered outlier detection methods based on MSE results for both
markets and LTSC estimation techniques. The best results are emphasized in bold, the worst are underlined. See text
for details on the derivation of these rankings.
Seasonal pattern Stochastic component
Measure Average rank
(1) ORG 7.08 3.27
(2) FPT 4.83 2.51
(3) VPT1 3.24 1.70
(4) VPT2 6.44 1.75
(5) RFP 1.09 1.98
(6) RFD 1.33 2.39
(7) RM 1.36 2.04
(8) RSC 2.51 1.63
significantly distinguish between the performance of the applied methods.
7. Conclusions
An important issue in the estimation of stochastic models for electricity spot prices is the esti-
mation of a component to deal with trends and seasonality in the data. Unfortunately, estimation
routines for the seasonal long-term and short patterns are very sensitive to the abrupt and generally
unanticipated extreme changes in electricity spot prices known as spikes (or jumps). In this study
we investigate the impact on model estimation for different treatment of extreme observations on
determining the number of spikes and descriptive statistics of the adjusted series. Despite their
rarity, price spikes are the very motive for designing insurance protection against electricity price
movements, i.e., the buying or selling of derivative contracts such as options and futures. The
existence of price spikes is also the reason for including discontinuous components in realistic
models of electricity price dynamics.
We have shown that improved robustness of the electricity spot price model can be achieved
by filtering the data with some reasonable procedure for outlier detection, and then using classical
estimation and testing techniques for the seasonal pattern on the filtered data. Using data from
the European Energy Exchange (EEX) and New South Wales (NSW) electricity market, we ex-
amine the effects of different filtering techniques on the estimation of the seasonal pattern and,
subsequently, the parameters of the stochastic process. We find that using filtered data that have
been cleaned for outliers instead of the original spot price yields quite different estimates of the
seasonal long-term and short-term pattern, in particular for periods where actual price spikes could
be observed in the markets. In a Monte Carlo simulation study we then show that estimates of the
seasonal pattern being based on filtered data are significantly better in comparison to estimates
based on the original price data. While we cannot identify a single best method for outlier de-
tection, for the considered EEX and NSW markets the best results with respect to estimating the
seasonal pattern are obtained when either a recursive filter on prices (RFP) or price differences
(RFD) or a recursive seasonal model (RM) estimation is applied. More importantly, usually all of
the considered approaches significantly outperform the ‘no filter’ approach that uses the original
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spot price. We further illustrate that a misspecification of the seasonal pattern generally also leads
to larger errors for parameter estimates of the stochastic process, and therefore, to a potentially
misspecified model. Also here the ‘no filter’ approach ranks last among all considered methods
while a Markov regime-switching model classification (RSC) and variable price thresholds (VPT1,
VPT2) tend to provide the best results.
Our findings point out the substantial impact the treatment of extreme observations may have
on the estimation of the seasonal pattern and stochastic model. Based on our results we recommend
that before the estimation of the deterministic seasonal pattern a filtering procedure for detection
and replacement of extreme observations in electricity spot prices should be implemented. Such
an approach will yield more appropriate estimates for both seasonal pattern and the parameters of
the stochastic process.
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Appendix
Table 6: Mean Squared Error (MSE) for estimation of base regime parameters for the MRS model defined by eqns.
(5)-(7) for the conducted simulation study of the NSW market. The LTSC Tt is modeled using wavelets (upper panel)
or sin-EWMA (lower panel), while the stochastic price behavior is simulated using the MRS model. Note, that, the
MSE values for α1 and σ1 are rescaled by 103 or 104. The best result for each of the considered measures is indicated
in bold. The table also provides results for the multiple comparison procedure using Tukey’s honestly significant
difference criterion (Hochberg and Tamhane, 1987), indicating for each of the filtering approaches (1)-(8) which of
the other methods perform significantly worse / significantly better for the considered criterion.
NSW (Wavelet, Base Regime)
Measure MSE (α1) ·103 Worse / Better MSE (α1/β1) Worse / Better MSE (σ1) ·104 Worse / Better
(1) ORG 0.2229 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0019 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.1497 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8}
(2) FPT 0.2285 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.0019 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8} 0.1520 – / {3,4,5,6,7,8}
(3) VPT1 0.0397 {1,2,5,6,8} / {4} 0.0003 {1,2,5,6,8} / {4} 0.0707 {1,2} / {5,6,7,8}
(4) VPT2 0.0224 All / – 0.0002 All / – 0.0827 {1,2} / {5,6,7,8}
(5) RFP 0.0500 {1,2} / {3,4,7} 0.0004 {1,2} / {3,4,7} 0.0563 {1,2,3,4} / –
(6) RFD 0.0526 {1,2} / {3,4,7} 0.0004 {1,2} / {3,4,7} 0.0680 {1,2,3,4} / {8}
(7) RM 0.0400 {1,2,5,6,8} / {4} 0.0003 {1,2,5,6,8} / {4} 0.0549 {1,2,3,4} / {8}
(8) RSC 0.0491 {1,2} / {3,4,7} 0.0004 {1,2} / {3,4,7} 0.0426 {1,2,3,4,6,7} / –
NSW (sin-EWMA, Base Regime)
Measure MSE (α1) ·103 Worse / Better MSE (α1/β1) Worse / Better MSE (σ1) ·104 Worse / Better
(1) ORG 0.0442 {5,6,8} / {3} 0.0008 {6,8} / {3,4,7} 0.1384 {4} / {3,5,6,7,8}
(2) FPT 0.0527 {5,6,8} / {3} 0.0010 {6,8} / {3,4,7} 0.1319 {4} / {3,5,6,7,8}
(3) VPT1 0.0214 All / – 0.0002 All / – 0.0736 {1,2,4} / {5,6,7,8}
(4) VPT2 0.0404 {5,6,8} / {3} 0.0003 {1,2,5,6,7,8} / {3} 0.1431 {1,2,3,4} / –
(5) RFP 0.0594 {6,8} / {1,2,3,4,7} 0.0007 {6,8} / {3,4,7} 0.0510 {1,2,3,4} / –
(6) RFD 0.0726 {8} / {1,2,3,4,5,7} 0.0009 {8} / {1,2,3,4,5,7} 0.0504 {1,2,3,4} / –
(7) RM 0.0398 {5,6,8} / {3} 0.0005 {1,2,5,6,8} / {3,4} 0.0546 {1,2,3,4} / –
(8) RSC 0.1141 – / All 0.0014 – /All 0.0577 {1,2,3,4} / –
Table 7: Mean Squared Error (MSE) for estimation of the spike and drop regime parameters for the MRS model
studied in Table 6.
NSW (Wavelet, Spike and Drop Regime )
MSE(µ2) Worse / Better MSE(σ2) Worse / Better MSE(µ3) Worse / Better MSE(σ3) Worse / Better
(1) 0.0447 – / {8} 0.0567 – / {8} 0.1324 {6,7} / – 0.0236 {6,7} / {4,8}
(2) 0.0479 – / {8} 0.0650 – / {8} 0.1282 {6} / {8} 0.0271 – / {4,8}
(3) 0.0449 – / {8} 0.0597 – / {8} 0.1265 {6,7} / – 0.0260 – / {4,8}
(4) 0.0429 – / – 0.0567 – / {8} 0.1084 {5,6,7} / – 0.0185 {1,2,3,5,6,7} / {8}
(5) 0.0427 – / {8} 0.0615 – / {8} 0.1509 – / {4,8} 0.0237 – / {4,8}
(6) 0.0422 – / {8} 0.0553 – / {8} 0.1481 – / {1,2,3,4,8} 0.0261 – / {1,4,8}
(7) 0.0409 – / – 0.0595 – / {8} 0.1430 – / {1,3,4,8} 0.0249 – / {1,4,8}
(8) 0.0369 {1,2,3,5,6} / – 0.0424 All / – 0.1020 {2,5,6,7} / – 0.0137 All / –
NSW (sin-EWMA, Spike and Drop Regime )
MSE(µ2) Worse / Better MSE(σ2) Worse / Better MSE(µ3) Worse / Better MSE(σ3) Worse / Better
(1) 0.0192 – / – 0.0401 – / – 0.3222 – / {3,4,5,6,,8} 0.0507 {6,7} / {4,8}
(2) 0.0191 – / – 0.0384 – / – 0.3159 – / {3,4,8} 0.0506 – / {4,8}
(3) 0.0184 – / – 0.0415 – / – 0.2400 {1,2,5,6,7} / – 0.0386 – / {4,8}
(4) 0.0201 – / – 0.0372 – / – 0.2107 {1,2,5,6,7} / – 0.0311 {1,2,3,5,6,7} / {8}
(5) 0.0193 – / – 0.0417 – / – 0.3016 {1} / {3,4,8} 0.0411 – / {4,8}
(6) 0.0185 – / – 0.0361 – / – 0.2938 {1} / {3,4,8} 0.0451 – / {1,4,8}
(7) 0.0178 – / – 0.0369 – / – 0.3213 – / {3,4,8} 0.0475 – / {4,8}
(8) 0.0185 – / – 0.0392 – / – 0.2085 {1,2,5,6,7} / – 0.0321 All / –
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